Abstract We present the database of maser sources in H 2 O, OH and SiO lines that can be used to identify and study variable stars at evolved stages. Detecting the maser emission in H 2 O, OH and SiO molecules toward infrared-excess objects is one of the methods of identification long-period variables (LPVs, including Miras and Semi-Regular), because these stars exhibit maser activity in their circumstellar shells. Our sample contains 1803 known LPV objects. 46% of these stars (832 objects) manifest maser emission in the line of at least one molecule: H 2 O, OH or SiO. We use the database of circumstellar masers in order to search for long-periodic variables which are not included in the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS). Our database contains 4806 objects (3866 objects without associations in GCVS catalog) with maser detection in at least one molecule. Therefore it is possible to use the database in order to locate and study the large sample of long-period variable stars. Entry to the database at http://maserdb.net .
INTRODUCTION
At the end of their evolution, the stars of a few solar masses become red giants and increase the radius of the stellar atmosphere from 1 R to 10 2 R . After that, the atmosphere is expelled into outer space and the star becomes a white dwarf surrounded by a planetary nebula. The red giant phase is usually short in time and lasts only a few hundred thousand years.
Many of red giant stars exhibit variability on the scales of a few hundred days. The variability of these stars is therefore called long-periodic, introducing long-period variables (LPVs). According to Kholopov et al. (1985) LPVs are divided into two subgroups -Miras (M) with period usually between 150 and 600 days and magnitude variation ∆m > 2.5 and semiregular variables (SR) with a shorter period (50 to 150 days) and smaller magnitude variations (∆m < 2.5). While leaving the star the matter forms a gas-dust circumstellar envelope. Large infrared excess is characteristic of these stars because the circumstellar envelope is re-emitting stellar light.
The envelope of red giant stars manifests maser and thermal emission in a number of molecular lines. Maser emission arises in the lines of following molecules: OH (λ=18 cm), H 2 O (λ=1.35 cm), SiO (λ=7 mm, 3.5 mm and others) and HCN (λ=3.3 mm) . Thermal emission is found in the lines of CO (λ=2.6 mm), SiO, HCN and other molecules. Most of H 2 O, OH and SiO masers are found in oxygenrich M-type stars, but SiO masers are sometimes found in SR stars. HCN maser emission is found in carbon stars. Infrared emission of the star is responsible for pumping of the OH masers (He et al., 2005) and the impact of the shock waves onto the interior layers of circumstellar envelope is responsible for pumping of the SiO, H 2 O and HCN masers (Gray, 2012 ). OH masers are most important for studies of Mira-type variables. Most of the LPVs that exhibit maser emission in OH lines have strong 1612 MHz emission. This is distinction from the OH masers in star-forming regions which have 1665 and 1667 MHz maser emission stronger than 1612 MHz one.
Until now, the compilations comprehensively including three major maser species in evolved stars (i.e., SiO, H 2 O, OH) has been practically limited only to the catalog Benson et al. (1990) which was published more than a quarter of century ago. For OH masers solely, there exists the University of Hamburg (UH) database, but there is no updated compilation work for H 2 O and SiO masers. In order to utilize the information on masers in astrophysical reasearch it is highly desirable to have a database containing information on all three maser species. We are currently compiling a database including SiO, H 2 O and OH masers (Nakashima et al., 2018, accepted to publication in IAU Symposium No. 336 ). This database consists of a web-service which realizes access to compiled maser observations from published papers and combines them with the newly collected data. Infrared and other data on each source is attached from the published surveys and catalogs. The archives currently used are the OH maser archive from Engels & Bunzel (2015) , and H 2 O and SiO archives, which are currently under construction. So far, the information of about 27,000 observations (∼11,000 objects) has been implemented. We also have a plan to extend the database by including methanol maser emission and other types of objects, such as young stellar objects, in future.
SUMMARY OF THE COLLECTED DATA
The initial release of the database is dedicated to the circumstellar maser sources of variable stars mainly in the following maser lines: OH 1612 OH , 1665 OH , 1667 MHz. The data are taken mainly from 5 published/unpublished compilation catalogs. The OH data are based on the OH maser archive from Engels & Bunzel (2015) . The H 2 O data are based on an on-going compilation work (PI: Engels, D.). A significant amount of additional data of other maser transitions (for example, SiO
29 SiO J = 1 − 0 v = 0, etc.) are also included in the database, but the data survey for these lines are still not completed (the data will keep updating). We note that a non-negligible number of unpublished data of the Nobeyama SiO maser survey project are released to the public for the first time (the number of unpublished Nobeyama observations is about 400). In addition to the basic line parameters (such as intensity, velocity, lineprofile, etc.), for a part of the observations, spectral data in ascii format are available, so that users could process the spectral data for their own purposes. In total, at this moment, 11000 objects, which have been observed, at least, in one of the OH, H 2 O or SiO maser lines or in the multiple maser lines, are included in the database (the distribution of the objects in the Galactic coordinates is given in Figure 1 ). Among the ∼11000 sources, the number of objects observed in the SiO, H 2 O and OH maser lines are ∼4100, ∼4000, and ∼6700 respectively (overlaps exist between different maser species).
WEB-BASED SYSTEM OF THE MASER DATABASE
The web-based system 1 for the database of the maser sources was developed in order to collect and display the large dataset of the maser sources. The system is written in the PERL/CGI language and use the external modules for full functionality, including ALADIN LITE API, VIZIER TAP service, SIMBAD identification service and ADS service for publication search. The system allows to collect, display and analyze the large maser dataset from the available literature. Entering data to the database is done by using the CSV format that comes from optical character recognition of article text in PDF format or imported from VIZIER archive if available. Entering the spectra profiles is done by using digitizing software -IM2GRAPH.
The list of the features of the web-system include the following:
-Search for maser data by coordinates, source name or list of sources.
-Parallel data search in popular astronomical catalogs from VizieR. -Association of maser observations with popular infrared and stellar catalogs -IRAS, 2MASS, UKIDSS, WISE, Akari, GCVS, etc. with instantaneous output of photometric and other data from these catalogs. -Cross-identification of masers in different molecules. The possibility of identifying objects in which emission is present in several maser molecules. -Ability to download the observational data in the CSV format.
-Detailed research of each object in the database using images in different spectral ranges (from optical to radio). -For some observations (∼3.2 thousand) there are spectra themselves, which can be viewed and analyzed directly in the system. -Statistical analysis of data -the construction of color-color diagrams, longitude-velocity, histograms of the spatial distribution of masers, etc. Ability to plot 1D histograms, 2D and 3D distribution plots of any parameter sets.
Development of the web-based system is not limited only to H 2 O, OH and SiO molecules. The ability of input the CH 3 OH (methanol) data is also included to the presented maser database system, allowing to study not only late-type stars (long-periodic variables, asymptotic giant branch stars) but also early-type objects (YSO, star formation regions, etc.).
IDENTIFICATION OF VARIABLE STARS WITH MASER EMISSION
Currently the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS; Samus' et al. (2017) ) contains variable stars which are identified mostly by observations in the optics. Among them, Long-periodic stars (including Mira-type stars) are most common. The high detection rate of LPV stars is explained by the high luminosity of these stars (up to 10 3 − 10 4 L ) in the LPV stage and high amplitude of variability in visible
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Export Get selected data Fig. 1 : List of objects from the web-based system displaying the maser detection in different molecules together with infrared characteristics. light (> 2.5 m for Mira-type stars). LPV is a relatively short stage of the stellar evolution (only several hundred thousand years), thus they compose a relatively small portion of the total stellar population of the Galaxy. But this stage is very important. At this stage, all stars of low and intermediate mass are actively losing their matter, forming a gas-dust circumstellar shell and at the end forming a planetary nebula with the white dwarf in the center.
M-stars emit most of their light in the infrared because the circumstellar envelope heated by the starlight is rather extended. Detection of Mira-type stars in the optics is sometimes missing. The optical light curve of some variable stars can have its minimum phase during the period of observations, thus these stars will be not detected in the optical range. Because variations in the magnitudes may be in the range from 2.5 m to 11 m and the period varies in the range 80-1000 days, only long-time monitoring observations (up to several years) may reveal variability of these stars. Infrared emission of these stars is We are suggesting another way to identify candidates for LPV stars, including most common Mtype stars. The maser emission in circumstellar shell of the late-type star has good prospects to identify and locate such stars. The envelope of red giant stars emits maser emission in the lines of H 2 O, OH, SiO molecules and sometimes HCN (in Carbon-rich stars). We analyzed our database and considered all objects where maser emission of H 2 O, OH and SiO molecules is detected. Because our database is cross-matched with GCVS catalog, we can explore maser detection rate for the stars of known type.
At first, we select all objects from the database where at least one maser line is observed (H 2 O, OH or SiO) in avaliable literature, including negative detections. We excluded 579 objects from the Galactic Center region (359 < l < 1, −2 < b < 2) because the high surface density of stars does not allow reliable association of maser observations with the known variable stars from GCVS catalog. There are total 10701 objects in the database, excluding Galactic Center region. Among them 2344 objects are included in the GCVS catalog. Then we select objects which are confirmed LPVs (Mira's and Semiregular variable stars) from GCVS catalog. We found 1803 such stars. Then we investigate maser detection in this LPV sample.
Among 1803 LPV stars 836 objects (46%) have maser detection in at least one maser molecule (H 2 O, OH or SiO). 331 objects (18%) have maser detection in at least two maser molecules and 154 (8%) have positive detection in all three maser molecules. Among 744 LPV stars with masers observations available in all three molecules (H2O, OH and SiO), including negative detections, only 30 stars have negative detection in all three maser molecules. We can see that almost half of LPV stars exhibits maser emission in at least one maser line. 30 stars with negative detection in all three maser molecules may be associated with a minimum of maser variability. Therefore, high maser detection rate (46%) for LPV stars shows that the maser emission has high potential in the identification of LPV star candidates, including Mira's and Semiregular stars. Table 1 displays a list of objects which were selected using maser emission and are not included in the GCVS catalog, along with their IR excess characteristics (see section 6). These objects are potential candidates for Mira-type variable stars. In order to confirm the variability of these objects, the optical observations are needed. Alternatively, variability data can be taken from the new DR2 release of the GAIA catalogue (Holl et al., 2018) .
COLOUR-COLOUR DIAGRAMS
Analyzing the objects which are not included to the GCVS catalog, we found that 3866 objects from our database have detection in at least one molecule (H 2 O, OH and SiO) and have no association with GCVS objects. However, star-forming regions may be also included in our sample, because starforming regions sometimes have color characteristics similar to those of late-type stars (see discussion in Nakashima et al. (2015 Nakashima et al. ( , 2016 ). Many authors from the database use color criteria in order to select objects for observations and star-forming regions can be present in the observed source sample. In the figures 2-5 we plot the 2MASS, Akari, WISE and IRAS colour-colour diagrams of selected objects. The known LPVs are selected in these diagrams using the different color. The WISE colour-colour diagram is presented using (W1-W3) and (W2-W4) colours. 2MASS colour-colour diagram is presented using (J-H) and (H-K) colours. The IRAS colour-colour diagram is presented using following colour indices: Yung et al. (2013) and reveals many objects that exhibit colour characteristics of AGB stars with long-period variability, as defined in Yung et al. (2013) . IRAS colour diagrams reveal that most of the known LPVs fall into groups II, IIIa and VII, according to the definition of van der Veen et al. (1987 Selecting the objects using colour criteria is a possible way to identify the long-period variables, but the more detailed study is necessary in order to find the colour-based criteria for selecting the long-period variable stars. The existence of IR excess in the Mira-type candidates confirms the potential association of these objects with Mira-type variability.
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS FOR VARIABLE STAR STUDIES
The maser database presented in this paper has a potential to significantly contribute to research in the field of variable star studies. Firstly, there is a large overlap between the stellar maser sources and variable stars, because a non-negligible amount of stellar maser sources are evolved stars exhibiting pulsation. Secondly, maser properties could be an evolutionary probe of stars in their late stages of evolution. Thirdly, the database system has equipped with functionality allowing cross-identification between different catalogs. With these capabilities, for example, if we cross-check with stellar catalogs at other wavelengths, such as far, mid and near-infrared, ultraviolet, and X-rays, we may be able to identify stars belonging to a key evolutionary stages, such as post-AGB and proto-planetary nebula stages.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we describe the potential of implementation of astrophysical maser database for the variable star identification and research. The main findings of the paper are the following: Wu et al. (2013) . The green histogram shows objects where maser is detected and blue histograms show known LPVs (Miras and Semiregular variable stars). Vertical dotted line represents the border between the presence of IR excess in objects according to the definition in Wu et al. (2013) 
